Activities undertaken since 10th GEO CBC Meeting in Melbourne until today

04 nov 09: 1st Meeting organized by the GBIF France and MadaBIF. Madagascar has its clearing house about the biodiversity
09-12 Nov 2009: National Workshop organized in the University of Antananarivo by the GEO team in Madagascar, the IRD-SEAS-OI and the CNES about the presentation of the project and Training 30 participants from 30 Organizations about the Open Source Monterverdi. The gaps and needs of each organizations was presented in the workshop.
Site of Station of Réception

Près du campus universitaire de St. Pierre
Pôles de compétences et chantiers géographiques
17/11/2009:

GEO VI plenary in Washington DC.

Madagascar was launched officially as Member of GEO.
23 nov 2009: Make known all malagasy citizens by TV and the Radio that Madagascar was launched officially as a GEO Member in Washington DC.

11 Janvier 2010

- Nomination of the représentants of Madagascar: Mrs Noasilalaonomenajanahary Ambininjsoa Lucie of the Ministry of the Environment, Mr Solofo Rakondraompiana and Dr Razanaka Samuel of the Ministry of the high Education and Scientific Research MERS, as a new member of the GCI – Coordination Team.
14 and 20 Jan 2010 14.00 GMT:

Participation of Madagascar in the 1st and 2nd Teleconference organized by GEO Secretariat and the GCI.
PERSPECTIVES

Development of the university research applicable in teledetection for the natural resource, risk and Environment management

Development of System ITC in all our 22 Regions in Madagascar

Development of the data from the base to the level GENIES
• Development spatial applications
  – Observatory inondation : Risk Management
  – Health and Environment
  – Coastal Zone Management
  – Water Resources Management
  – Conservation of the Biodiversité
• Through the teledetection of the fire through the Modis, we can receive the images, and I can show this image to our decisions maker, and they sent us to do something to fight against of the bush of fire.

• We conceive one film in each local dialect about the big bad impact of the smoke of the Fire of the forest and the Climate Change.